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The results of testing CNC kernel with 6 interpolated axes 
and PLC programs containing up to 20 000 elements in the 
FBD language are illustrated on fig. 6.  
Fig. 6. Results of testing CNC kernel with 6 interpolated axes and PLC 
programs containing up to 20 000 elements in the FBD language. 
Further tests have been carried out on the machining center 
NAKLON 535, a variant without linear encoders. The 
EtherCAT cycle is 2 ms, which corresponds to the accuracy 
requirements of this machine modification. 
The axes have been calibrated with the help of a laser 
interferometer Renishaw LX-80 - class 2 as defined in (IEC) 
EN60825-1. The position errors for both directions 
movements have been automatically inserted in the table of 
axes compensation. After calibrating all axes, the positioning 
error is reduced to the range of 2 microns [12]. 
Conclusion 
The computing resources of the single board ARM 
computers present on the market are sufficient for performing 
the key functions of multi-channel and multi-axis machine 
tools. The announced release of new ARM processors next 
year creates new prospects for the NC system, such as 
EtherCAT cycle time reduction up to 1 ms, increasing the 
number of control channels up to 4 and simultaneously 
interpolated axes up to 12 [13,14]. 
Properly constructed architectural decision of NC software 
kernel allows porting it on a PC platform as well as on an 
ARM platform [15,16]. The transition from one solution to 
another one is reduced to carrying machine tool settings from 
one NC system to another one. 
The prototype of ARM based CNC has been demonstrated 
in a relevant environment correspondent to TLS 6 
(Technology Readiness Level). Further development of 
research involves testing the dynamics of the machine, 
additional research in the area of precision machining, 
adaptive control, diagnostic and forecasting of cutting tool 
wear [17,18], etc. 
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